lNTROpUCTION .

"Bertrand Russell is f1 philosopher without a philosophy. The same point might
be made by saying that he is a philosopher of all philosophies." 1 Bertrand
Russell (1872 -1970) has been the philosopher of the twentieth cenhity. At least
he is one of the most widely known and studied philosophers. The only
contender for the

sam~

could be his

f~mous pup~l

Ludwig Wittgetist:¢jn. I have

great respect for Russell nqt only as a great philosopher but as Clli iinin_ensely
I

.

.

.

nuinane petson as vyell. Russ~ll wa~ one of the most remarkClble ht1man beings,
a genius who wrote on a variety of subjects ranging from science, mathematics,
fiction and drama to even politics. A.J. Ayer writes about him, "Bertrand
Russell is not only the most brilliant philosopher of this century; he is also one
of the most sel£-qitical."2

It should be of interest to note Rabindranath Tagore' s account of his meeting

with Russell. Tagor~ records the meeting in his travelog4e in BengaU, called

Father Sanchaya. He met Russell irt the garden of Lowes Dickinson's (ern English
philosopHer) house at Cambt·idge. It was an f!fter-diruier rendezvous. Russell
Joined the tonversti.l-i.on, and talked ~rilliantly spanning literature, sociology,
and philosophy at icitge. Tagore mused that the rigour of mathematics renders

tri~ny a mf111's mind qrid an~l dry, bereft of a sense of humour; l:nit R4ssell was

an exception. Matherpatics had enlightened Russell's mind, made it effulgent
and luminops. His deeper thoughts were interspersed with a great deal of
hearty laughter. This is what made Tagore marvel at and admire about
RlJ.ssell's conversational style. The meeting took place in 1912.

Bertrand Arthur William Russell was born on 18th May, 1872; in a distinguished
family of British Earls and Dukes. Third Earl Russell received the Noble Prize
for literature in 1950. Besides being C\ master of critical thinking, he was a civil
tights activist and a prominent publlc figure of that period. This is recorded in

d1e following observntlon:

. . . beside being a pltilosopher, he is ct. ready cthci graceful
writer with opirtioris of his own on most topics. He has an
acute, 4tventive and original intelligence; he has given a
fresh turn to almost every itnportant philosophical problem;
he is the remarkably unsolemn and unpretentious doyen of
contemporary English philosophy ... 3

Russell's interest in philosophical problems started as early as 1883 q:r 1884 (Le.,
when he was about eleven years old). He was dissatisfied with the axioins of
Euclid's Geometry at that tirpe, and in a way, this dissatisfaction rrwy be SClid to
hp.ve led him to write The Principles of Mathematics. At about the age of fift~en he
Eltarted considering a number of philosophical prob~e:tns suc~1 as .freewill,
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materialism and the existence of God, arising Ol.l-t of his immense interest in
religion.
In 1890 a breaktlu·op_gh carne in Rus~ell's lif~ when he ~~ne tp study
P.lathernaticE; at TrinHy College, Camptidge. There he first came into q:mtact
with profe~sional philosophers and mathem~ti~ians like, A. N. Whitehead,
,.

McTaggart, James Ward and O.F. Stout. In his own words, "Cambridge opened
up to me a new worlq of infinite delight."4

In 1895, Russell became a fellow at Tri¢ty. In Cambridge he also met one of his
slightly younger contemporaries, G.E. Moore. During Russell's undergraduate
years the prevailing atmosphere of British philosophy was Hegelean Idealism
and upon Moore's illflp_ence he q~knowledges to have g:radl.l-ally entetged from
his idealist bath. In july 1900, Russell met Giuseppe Peano, the Italian logician
arid mathematician at the International Congress of Philosophy. Pea±w has also
p~ayed an important role

irt the formation of Russell's philosophy of

mathematics.

The other influences p.pon him were of Frege, Mill, Hume and last but not the
least, Wittgehstein. Wittgenstein' s criticisms helped Russell in transforming his
ideas and reshaping his theories. In fact both of them learnt a great qeal from·
each other. R4ssell claims that his lecf:4res on Philosophy of Logiqtl Atqtnism,
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are very largely concerned with explaining certain ideas which,

i learnt

froin my friepd and former pupil Ludwtg Wittgenstein." 5

Writing on their relation Sainsbury says, /lhad Wittgenstein never existed there
would be nothing inexplicable about Russell's work being as it in fact was" .6 In

i916, Russell was dismissed from his services at Trinity for his pacifist
activities, and in 19+8, was jailed for six months for having written j:hcj.t the US
Army was accustorn~d to intimidating strikers. But he returne~ to Trinity
·College, Ccm:tbridge as a F¢llo~ tn l9.44. Since that time he devcit~q himself
MJiy to writing and published an enormous number of books and articles on a
'

'

variety of spbjects, ~esides those of philosophical interests. Russell "had a
courageous insistence on expressing his opinion, rto matter how unpopular his
ideas may be." 7

I became interested in philosophical analysis when I was iqt,ropuced to
analytical philosophy during my undergraduate classes. In my

po~t-graduate

years I became acquaiqted, for the first time, with Russell's philosophi~C!.i ideas,
which have 'f~shioned the philosophical climate ih English speaking co?ntries'.
:Russell's main ~orks can be presented under three he&qiJtgs: ·First,
I

.

,

Philosophical Logic, which is actually a method of

Russ~llean

philosophy;

second, the foupdations of mathematics; third, epistemology and metaphysics.
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The doctrines, which came under the head of the famous "Theory of
Descriptions", drew my immediate attention. The problems of re£etence have
intrigued me ever since. The present p~ssertation is concerned with the age-old
problems of referring, denoting and naming that revolve round Russell's
ce1ebrated "Theory of Descriptio11s". Wittgenstein describes the Theory of
Descriptions as "undoubtedly Russell's greatest contribution to philosophy",
and F.P. Ramsey says, "It is a paradigm of philosophy."

An exploration into this topic involves studying the theories of other eminent
philosophers like Meinong, Frege and Strawson. The debate between Russell
and Strawson regarding reference is indeed very illuminating. Moreover
Russell's treaQ:nent o£ these problems involves a certain view as to the task of
philosophical analysis. The present project thus is an attempt (lt a st(ltem.ent and
an evaluation of Russ~ll' s theory of descriptions and some related issues,

Iii the first d1.apter, l have sketched the historical background of analytic
philosophy. I have q·ied to trace its origin and development over the years.
Analytic philosophy has gradually established itself as a distinct and important
branch of philosophy. This chapter throws light on why and how the <:malytical
method became more and more acceptable and popular among philosophers as
C1 wp.y of philosophicaJ, thinkip.~. Since the twentieth century philosophers have

tealized that language is very much related to philosophy and plays a
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sigrtificant role in Hs progress. Regarding the use of language in the realm of
philosophy there has been a longstanding bifurcation among those who are
dOing philosophy. One group, the formalists, went for the structural ana,lysis of
language such that it is free from the vagueness and inaccuracies that involve
our common speech. The main exponent of this kind of modified lapguage was ·
~ertrand Russell. The other group headed by P.F. Strawson, howevt:!r, 1Jroposes
i

the refjnerrtent of ordinaty language, which will be easier ahd more
manageable. In short, I have taken note of the views of sonie prominent
philosophers of both the groups.

The second chapter introduces the problem of reference. The 'puzzles of
reference', as they are popularly known, were first stated by Russell in "On
Denoting" (1905). But actually the problems are much older than that. We find
tl-).at Plato had been concerned with some of them. Two of Russell's renowned
predecessors, Meinong and Frege had also recognized the

probl~rns

and

attempted to solve them. In fact, Meinong was mainly concerned with the
puzzle of negative existential statements, whereas Frege was interested ih the
puzzle of identity. ln this chapter I have presented the problems in the form
they arose hot only for Rp.ssell but also for Plato, Meinong and Frege.
Strawson's views on the subject open up a new vista in this field. An
introduction to Strawson's theory has also been given in this chapter.
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Meinong and his works ln.£l~1enced Russell to a great extent during the·early
yea,rs when Rl1ssell just got acquainted with the problems of referrtng and
denoting. The puzzles (the puzzle of negative existentials in particular)
apparently had not worried Russell initially. His thoughts at that time were in
total agreement with those of Meinong. In order to solve this puzzle Meinong
was led to accept a notion of subsistence. It was argued by Meinong that we
could speak about 'the golden mountain', 'the round square' etc. and can make
trqe stptements of which these are subjects; hence they must have some kind of
logical being. Such things wili not be said to exist; they are rathei· subsistent
entities. Meinong called thei:n ideal objects.

M:einong is

a.

philosopher who has largely been misunderstood by most

philosophers including Russell. Though he initially supported Meinong,
Russell later thought that in trying to solve the problem of negative existential
statements, Meinong had abandoned his sense of reality. Meinong, according to
Russell, admitted such things as chimeras, unicorns and even rounq squares.
This was intolerable for Russell anp. he devised his theory of descriptions for
soivir).g the puzzles of reference as c:j.n acceptable alternative to Meinongean
excesses. The second chapter irn.parqaJiy explores Meinong' s theory a,nd reflects
t1pon Russell's early views.
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The third chapter js an exposition of Frege' s theory of sense and reference.
Frege had made
Ii~mes,

th~s

famous EJ.nd controversial disnn!=tion

regarc~itlg

proper

while attempting to provide a1i answer to the problem of identity. Frege

'VaS a great mathematician P,nd Cqme to philosophy from this

pq.ckgro~nd.

The

special charilcter of .Russell's theory is best unP.etstooq and approached when
seen against the bacl<grounci of Frege' s distinction between proper names and
predicate expressions. In Frege' s opinion proper names stand for something
complete, they have sense pssociated with them. Concept words and relation
expressions are incomplete.

Though Russell leans on this distinction, his acceptance and m~e

Qf it

is not

precisely the same as that in which Frege understood it. Frege cotlciu4ed that
this puzzle over identity aris¢s out of confusion between the sehse and
~~£~renee of expresstons. Russell thopght that the difficulty over iq~ntity rested

pn anothet ~onfuslon- that between proper nqmes and definite desqipiions.
Russell rejects Frege's theory on the ground that it is purely arbih·ary.

Chapter four is basically concerned with criticism of Meinong and Frege's
theories by Russell. I have shown what initiated Russell into deyising the
theory of descriptions because, for Russell, rejecting the theories of his
predecessors inea11t paving the path for his own theory. Arg}iments and
counter a:rgtiments in favour of their theories are closely followed.
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According to· Russell, deqoting phi'cl.ses are in fact descriptions; they are
certainly not names. But, Meinong commits this mistake of treating any
grammatically correct denoting phrase as genuine objects or

n~mes.

Russell

advances several Cl.rguments to establish that descriptions ate pot names
because a loss of this distinctipJ1. ts at tl1e root of several problems.
Tpough Russ~ll criticizes Fr~ge' s thepry, he admires certain poij.l_ts i11 it, which
influence hllrt while formulati~g the theory of description. I feel that not all the
objections that Russe~l brought against Frege are justified. Some of them arise
out of certain confusions on Russell's part, which I have pointed out in this
chapter thus corning to the conclusion that Frege' s theory cannot be denied
only because it stands in opposition to Russell's view.

Chapter five deals with Russell's ideas on proper names and existence. ln this
context Frege' s view of proper names is also considered. I

tra~e

the origin of

proper narn¢s here, bifurcating beiyveen the sense cmd no sense th~ories of
proper na:r:j1es. Plato and Wittgenstein' s conceptions of proper natnes h<1ve also
1

I

come under

'

piscuss~oh

as a relevant

~ssue.

This chapter makes a comparison

between what Russell and Frege say on the relation between proper names and
descriptions. For Russell, names are 'disguised' or 'truncated' descriptions.
Frege did not fully agree with this. !"rege advocated the sense theory of names
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without accepting

n1~

description theory. However, here lies a coriunon

platform from where both Russell and Frege' s theories take off.

This chapter also contains an exposition into Russell's analysis of defhvte and
indefinite descriptions. How Russell solves some of the puzzles with the help of
his theory is also explciined.

in the next chapter, that is, Chapter six, I turn to Strawson' s ctiqci$m of
Russell's position. Stp:iwson' s ctiHcisrp of the theory of descriptiotis consists in a
rejection of the theory of meaning; underlying it. In Strawson's opinion no
words or expressions have as their meaning a designated object. So, if meaning
is not denotation, then there cannot be 'logically proper names' or 'descriptions'

in Russell's sense. According to Leonard Linsky, the article, "On Referring", in
which Strawson criticizes Russell, "is a landmark in contemporary philosophy
;1nd q.mong the most importelJ1-t papers published in our time".
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The prime obj~ctive of Strawson's pq.per is to refute Russell's "On Oepoting".
The controversies iJivolving Rtissell and Strawson' s theories ate evah1ated in
the sixth chcj.pter, where the inherent dispute is about alternative ways of doing
philosophy. I q.lso pring to light a few complications related to hames and
reference which, Russell's theory cannot explain satisfactorily. My submission
here is that though Strawson's paper is acclaimed very highly, it fails as an
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e1ttack on Russell's ~hesis to a certain extent. However,. some-of the objections
that Strawsoi1 brot1ght against ~:qssell are justified though Russeil thinks them
to be untenaple.

The topic of reference has exercised philosophers since. All other philosophers
interested in the su.bject line up along the Fregean and Russellean pqsitions.
Sometimes it seems that the last word has been said, but, ;:1gain, Jike the
mythological bird Phoenix, which tqkes rebirth from its own ashes, the issue of
.

I

reference comes back again apd again to life with fresh ptopleni.s. The
generations of younger

pl)itosopher~,

with their thjn1<Jng perform

the task of

~~rrying on the torch handed over by their predecessors. So, in my concluding

Chapter, I discuss some recent researches· on narhe and reference. I tC\.ke into
account Leibnitz' s principle of substituitivity and the opinion of Quine, Frege
and Russell about it. Unlike Frege, Quine thinks that names do not h!lve any
reference at all in certain anomalous contexts. He also does away with Russell's
distinction between proper names and descriptive phrases. Quine only talks
about an undifferentiated category of singular terms.
Keith DoMeilan has exa~ned the theories of Russell and Straw~or cl:l-refully
and while doing so he shows th;:1t a qistinction is to be maqe betweep two kinds
pt use of descriptions. I tholi~ht it quite relevant to discuss Donnellan's
qistinction li.ete and make a critical assessment of it. Donnellan's theory is novel

'11

in its treatment of the problem yet when closely examined, it reveals certain
confusions, which cannot be properly sorted out.

Another philosopher who h<1s impressed me through his theory oh proper
haines is Saul Kripke. He has given
a new twist to the concept ot ptppet names
'
.

'

by raising the question of i1mnes being rigid or non-rigid designators. i seek to
¢xplaih here what he 1-lleans by these terms and why he thinks proper names to
!

b~

rigici.
designators. The most significant achievement of Kripke' s theory is that
.
'

it has far reaching consequc11ces.

Lastly, I evaluate the pros and cons of Russell and Strawson's doctrines, which
are central to my thesis. In my consideration, Russell remains unsqccessful in
his primary objective of constructing the theory of descriptions. He cannot
provide satisfactory solutions to the problem of reference. On the oth~r hand,
Sttawson is also confused in his criticism of Russell. However, Strqwson is
~orrect

in saying as against Russell that a statement is neither trtie nor fq1se. But

the point is that though Strawson correctly points out some mistakes in the
theory of descriptions, stili he cannot disprove Russell's theory. I think that a
synthesis of Russell q.nd Straws on is not impossibility.

In the end, I have reached the general conclusion (and in this respect I take side
with Strawson) that of course, common speech
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IS

full of v(lgu¢p.ess and

i:haccllracies l:>4t the degree of precision and measurement found in sciences
and mathematics Canil.Ot be brought to philosophy.

Russell constructed a formal language for philosophy. This meant transforming
whole philosophical inquiry into q. formal language, which would be a
stUpendous task, giving rise to' fresh problems. So, following Straws on, J go for
ordinp.ry language philosop~y, which requires the careful tefitJ.ement of
!20mmon speech.

n might

be said tJlat it was the duty of a commentator to
remove such purely verbal confusion by providing a kind
of dicti!=mary, whereby Russell's use of a word at one t:irJ:1_e
cah be translated in terms of his use of it at another. Such lexicography has appeared as an obvious first step in philosophical scholarship ever since Moore's Principia Ethica; and
Russell himself frequently prefaces a philosophical discussion with an atteinpt to define his terms. But I do not think this
is the best way of trying to avoid the kind of vagueness
which, !lS Russell rightly insisted, is unavoidable in ordinary
language. 9

•••
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